
CHECK LIST 2 - SELF ISOLATION   -   LINGFIELD EQUINE DISTANCE LEARNING COURSES 
March 26th 2020   We will update this as and when necessary.    http://www.hore-care.co.uk 
 
If your yard has not set up a C19 Group, set up your own for you and your horse.  Enlist a buddy to stand 
in for you - or work with another owner at the yard.  You must however, enlist another (3rd) helper to 
care for your horse in case both you and your buddy have to self isolate.  Record their details at the yard. 
 

YOUR SUPPORT GROUP WILL NEED THIS 
 
Your horse thrives on routine.  To help others to look after your horse well in an emergency, draw up clear lists of 
how things are done for your horse, in what order and when.   

1. Be sure your feed charts are up to date and feed is labelled properly - clearly mark scoop sizes. 

2. Your horse is likely to be doing less work.  It would be sensible to reduce energy feed levels NOW.  

3. If horse is on reduced or no exercise be sure to reduce energy feeds - over 7-10 days.   

4. Photographs of amounts to feed may assist helper to get this right. 

5. Consider weighing the food - and the hay/haylage to be sure helpers get it right?   Buy some hanging 
scales for hay/haylage. 

6. Supplements: Include on the charts any supplements & how they are fed.  

7. Food Stocks:   Get stocks of food and bedding in to cover shortages later - have it delivered if possible. 

8. Rugs:  Make sure the person/s standing in for you knows which rugs are used & when - provide 
photographs for clarification.   

9. If boots are used, photos could be useful - before and after fitting. 

10. Be sure that your own, your vet and your farrier contact details are listed / clearly displayed. 

11. Provide a notebook: for helpers to record a dated list of concerns, incidents, issues or worries.   
They can then follow up with the you the owner to clarify the issue, or discuss with other owners to find 
the best way forward.  The issue can hopefully be handled / sorted / settled. 
 

12. The notebook should contain your own notes and information on where you buy your horse food in case 
you run out.  The situation regarding medication or worming, normal temperature, pulse, respiration and 
weight should be recorded too. 
 

13. Further notes should include information which may assist in the care  i.e. tips on horse personality, way 
you do things or issues which are specific to your horse.  e.g. 'gets stressed when you bring out the fly 
fringe'.  'Not good with the farrier - he must be held and have titbits at the ready'. 
 

14. Everyone should work quickly and leave the yard as soon as possible.  It might be nice to socialise but 
actually this will not help us all in the wider community. 
 

15. Be responsible, and be safe.   
 

16. Get home asap. Wash clothes and hands and wipe down with a good alcohol based wipe anything you 
touched - including the relevant parts of your car, keys and personal items. 

 
Whilst you are spending more time at home why not upgrade your skills with the  
Lingfield Livery Yard Managers & Intermediate Diploma programmes. 

http://www.hore-care.co.uk/
https://www.horse-care.co.uk/shop/equine-courses/intermediate-diplomas/intermediate-diplomas-livery-yard-managers/
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